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Abstract. Based on empirical evidence, acquired in two experiments, we argue
in this position paper that cognitive biases play a role in software engineering.
Our research has targeted mainly the problem of over-requirement, which refers
to specifying a system beyond the actual needs of the customer. The results of our
experiments have demonstrated the impact of four cognitive biases in the context
of software development, showing their connection to over-requirement, as well
as over-scoping and time-underestimation. We further argue that accounting for
cognitive biases in the software development context is not enough and that it is
important, in both the practice and research arenas, to investigate solutions that
already proved effective in reducing cognitive biases in other contexts. This paper
contributes to a better understanding of some of the cognitive processes under-
lying software engineering, focusing on improvement of software development
activities toward better performance and higher quality.
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1 Introduction

Software development projects have always had considerable failure rates. Charette [1]
has reported about more than 30 software development mega projects that failed
between 1992 and 2005, noting that more than half of them were actually abandoned.
To overcome this unfortunate lack of success, new software development techniques
have been introduced over the years. Thus, software development approaches evolved
from the code-and-fix techniques, through traditional waterfall techniques, to rapid
prototyping as well as spiral incremental techniques and agile techniques [2]. Despite
these technical approaches hoped to increase success, the 2009 Standish Group Report
[http://www.standishgroup.com/newsroom/chaos_2009.php, cited by Boehm & Lane
[3]], reported the highest failure rate in the first decade of the 21st century in software
development projects. Specifically, only 32% of 9,000 projects delivered full capability
within budget and on schedule, 44% were significantly over budget, over schedule and/
or incompletely delivered, and 24% were completely abandoned before completion.
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Within the list of challenges associated with software development failures, the
primary focus of this position paper is on over-requirement, also termed gold-plating
[4] and over-specification [5]. Over-requirement refers to the problem of specifying a
product or a system beyond the actual needs of the customer or the market, overloading
it with excessive unnecessary features, sometimes called “bells and whistles”. Some
reports assert that at least 30% of developed features in software projects are over-
required [6]. The vastly negative consequences of over-requirement in software
development projects include project resource overruns, excessive system complexity,
decreased user satisfaction, and demise of the entire project [7–10].

Yet, the phenomenon of over-requirement has barely been explored. A search in 20
highly-rated Information Systems and Project Management journals rarely found ref-
erences to the over-requirement problem. Expanding the search to other closely-related
problems revealed only 13 papers to match this search.

The other problems closely related to over-requirement have similar overload
characteristics and consequences. Over-scoping, which refers to setting a scope that is
too large and includes more functionality than can be implemented within available
resources [11], is one example of a problem associated with the overload challenge.
Another example is the set of creep phenomena (scope creep, requirements creep, and
feature creep), which refer to expanding the project scope by changing and adding
requirements and features once the project is already under way [12]. A somewhat
different problem related to the overload challenge is time-underestimation, which
refers to overly optimistic schedules and completion time [13] that might result with the
commitment to doing more than can be accomplished.

Technical approaches to system development have solved neither over-requirement
nor the other related problems plaguing software development projects. Thus, since the
overload challenge has persisted despite technical progress in software development
methods and techniques, one is motivated to look elsewhere for solutions.

According to the literature, the paths leading to the problems we consider in this
paper are mostly rooted in human nature and behavior. Over-requirement, for instance,
is mainly attributed to the tendency of developers and users to overload the project. On
one hand, users follow their desire to ask for as much as possible [9, 14, 15]. Devel-
opers, on the other hand, follow their professional interest to work at the forefront of
technology and often strive like users for the best possible solution [5, 10, 16], adding
just-in-case functionality to fulfill all potential future needs [8, 9].

Research on the behavioral aspects of the above problems associated with the
overload challenge in software development projects is thus needed, in line with the
call by Goes [17] for the consideration of behavioral economics in the context of
information systems (IS). The position we present next is mostly to raise awareness for
the cognitive biases that might be at the root of project overloading. In addition, we call
for studying solutions recommended by behavioral economists as means towards
coping with the overload challenge, presenting empirical evidence in support of our
position.

Four behavioral biases are addressed next. The first bias is the endowment effect,
which refers to the tendency of people to overvalue their possessions [18]. The second
bias is the IKEA effect, which refers to the tendency of people to overvalue their self-
constructed products [19]. The third bias is the I-designed-it-myself effect, which refers
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to the tendency of people to overvalue their self-designed products [20]. The fourth
bias is the planning fallacy, which refers to the tendency of people to underestimate the
time needed to perform a task and to overestimate its benefits [21].

2 Argumentation

We argue first that the over-requirement problem in software development projects is
partially due to the emotional involvement of developers with the software features that
they deal with. Similar involvement has been demonstrated for physical items due to
the endowment effect, the IKEA effect, and the I-designed-it-myself effect because
people come to overvalue items they possess, create or design [18–20, 22]. We also
posit that the problems of over-requirement, over-scoping and time-underestimation are
partially the result of too optimistic assessments about the number of required and over-
required functions that can be delivered on time and the importance of these functions.
This behavior involving benefit overestimation and schedule underestimation is rec-
ognized as a cognitive bias termed the planning-fallacy [21, 23], and has been dem-
onstrated for a wide variety of tasks, including origami folding, school work, tax-form
completion, and computer programming [24].

To test our arguments, we conducted four experiments in which the behavioral
effects were manipulated in the context of software development. All the experiments
were based on factorial designs, with advanced undergraduate students majoring in IS as
participants. For the sake of brevity, and since the results of all the experiments were
similar, we describe next two of the four experiments. The first experiment involved
specification of one feature and evaluation of feature importance. The second experiment
involved estimation task of feature development time and the proper project scope.

The first experiment [25] involved 212 participants assigned with a specification
task. For each effect, i.e., the endowment, IKEA, and I-designed-it-myself effects, we
respectively manipulated and measured time, difficulty and freedom. Each of these
factors is known to impact the specific effect. All participants were presented with a
fictitious to-be-developed software system along with 16 potential features, diverse in
terms of importance toward achieving the goal of the system, and were asked to
evaluate the importance of each (on a 1 to 100 scale). After we randomly assigned them
to four experimental groups that differed by task duration (10 or 30 minutes) and task
freedom (low or high), they were asked to complete a specification task for one of the
features, deliberately chosen to be unnecessary but nice to have. Finally, after com-
pleting the specification task, they were asked to help management decide about scope
reduction, evaluate once again the importance of the over-required feature that they
specified, and assess the difficulty they experienced in performing the task.

The results of the first experiment demonstrate the presence of the endowment,
IKEA, and I-designed-it-myself effects in behavior of those charged with software
development tasks and their potential impact on over-requirement. Supporting this
conclusion is the finding that the overall valuations participants provided after
completing the specification task (M = 78.11) were significantly above the valuations
they provided before the specification task began (M = 70.77; t203 = 4.113, p < 0.001).
The experiment provided additional interesting results in support of previous research.
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Measuring the perceived difficulty of the specification task, for example, the results
confirmed the argument of Norton et al. [19] that for higher valuation to hold, the task
should be difficult enough but not too difficult. This experiment thus highlights the
overload challenge and demonstrates that people involved in a specification of a
software feature, even an unnecessary one, overvalue it and are unwilling to exclude it
from project scope.

The second experiment involved 85 participants assigned with an estimation task.
It focused on the planning fallacy and tested whether the outside-view approach, shown
to mitigate problems related to the planning-fallacy, can also help overcome over-
requirement, over-scoping, and time-underestimation in planning software development
projects. In four experimental groups, we manipulated two outside-view mechanisms:
reference-information about past completion times (present/absent) and role-perspective
(developer/consultant). Participants in the second experiment were first presented with a
fictitious to-be-developed software system along with 16 potential features, diverse in
terms of their importance toward achieving the goal of the system. They were then asked
to estimate feature development times and to recommend which of the features to
include within scope given a pre-determined project duration.

The results of the second experiment confirm the presence of over-requirement,
over-scoping, and time-underestimation in software development projects. Moreover,
the results show that these problems are mitigated, yet not eliminated, by presenting
reference-information about past completion times and by holding a consultant role. On
average, while participants without reference-information estimated it would take
17.73 h to develop all features and included 12.00 features within scope, of which 2.54
were over-required, participants with reference-information estimated it would take
28.18 h to develop all features and included 9.82 features within scope, of which 1.74
were over-required. Similarly, on average, developers were more inclined towards
time-underestimation, over-scoping, and over-requirement (with 21.64 h, 12.22 fea-
tures within scope, and 2.97 over-required features, respectively) than consultants (with
24.37 h, 9.61 features within scope, and 1.32 over-required features, respectively). This
experiment thus highlights the overload challenge, demonstrating not only the mani-
festation of the planning-fallacy in software development projects, but also the effec-
tiveness of solutions recommended by behavioral economists.

3 Conclusion

This position paper calls for the exploration of the underlying behavioral mechanisms
that drive biased requirement definition problems in software development projects,
including the over-requirement, over-scoping, and time-underestimation problems
associated with the overload challenge. The results of the two experiments presented
above provide empirical evidence in support of our argument that cognitive biases do
play a role and, therefore, it makes sense to look for solutions found effective in solving
problems related to behavioral effects in contexts other than software engineering.
Once such solutions would prove effective, costs of over-requirement and other
problems as well as budget and schedule overruns would diminish while system quality
and integrity would increase.
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Along different phases of a software project lifecycle, cognitive biases seem to
interfere with and sabotage the quality of decisions [25, 26]. Indeed, we empirically
demonstrated that the endowment, IKEA, and I-designed-it-myself effects are related to
over-requirement. We also showed that the planning-fallacy is related to over-
requirement, over-scoping, and time-underestimation.

Our search for solutions focused on remedies that behavioral economists recom-
mend for overcoming problems related to the planning fallacy. Indeed, our results show
that over-requirement, over-scoping, and time-underestimation problems are mitigated,
yet not eliminated, by the presence of reference-information about past completion
times and by holding a consultant role. Mitigation, yet not elimination, of problems
related to the planning fallacy already proved effective when outside-view solutions are
applied in contexts other than software development.

The exploration we thus recommend should assess the problems associated with the
overload challenge, their relationship to cognitive biases, and the relevant solutions
proved effective in overcoming problems emanating from the respective biases.
A comprehensive exploration would not only enhance our knowledge and awareness of
such problems but also identify effective remedies for their mitigation.

Among other goals, the move away from plan-base development methods toward
agile ones aimed to improve requirement definition. Yet agile software development
did not eliminate the persisting overload challenges [11]. In addition to the experiments
conducted by us, we call for empirical research to explore the consequences of the
cognitive biases we investigated, as well as of other cognitive biases reported in the
behavioral economics literature, in software development projects that employ agile
methods.
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